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SUMMARY
The use of linked leading-edge and trailing-edge flap-@pe controls
for the purpose of reducing hinge momnts at supersonic speeds has been
_icaUy investigated. A series of linked controls with supersonic
leading and trailing edges on swept and unswept wings his been studied
for Mach numbers of 1.414 and 1.960 by use of the lfiearized theory of
supersonic flows. Variations of lift, rolling moment, and hinge moment
with control deflection for these control combinations have been calcu-
lated, and the effect of fWte wing thickness on these quantities has .
been estimated. Control characteristicshave been tabulated for the
condition of equal leading-edge and trailing-edge flap deflection, and I
the deflection ratios necessary for zero resultant hinge moment have also
been listed.
The problem of reducing the excessive hinge moments which accompany
deflection of flap-type controls at supersonic speeds has not yet been
satisfactorily solved. Available theoretical information (ref. 1) can
be used to estimate for a given wing or tail the flap-type controls
yielding minimum hinge moments due to deflection for a given rolling
moment or Idft, but the need for a method of reducing hinge moments and
stick forces still exists.. One possible solution to the problem may be
obtained by mechanically linking a leading-edge flap and a trailing-edge
flap so that the hinge moment of one csncels part or all of the hinge
mmnent of the other while both produce lift or rolling mcment or both.
A control mmngement of this kind may also yield reduced pitching moments
and hence a reduction in the teridencytowsrd wing twist and aileron rever-
sal. An early theoretical investigation of two-dimensional.linked leading-
snd trailing-edge flaps by means of linearized subsonic flow theory has
been given in reference 2. Reference 3 contains results of some two-
Umensional subsonic tests. Some supersonic tests have been made on
three:dimensional configurations (see, for example, refs. 4, 5, and 6),
but these experiments were very limited in scope and the results are
far from conclusiw.
.
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The desirability of the linked-flap control system would depend
primarily on the following factors:
(1) The ability of the system to cancel a large portion of the
hinge moment by use of reasonably smsll deflection ratio (ratio of
leading-edge flap deflection to trailing-edge flap deflection)
(2) The variation of system characteristicswith Mach number
(3) The magnitudeof nonlinearities in the variatioriof control
characteristicswith flap deflection or angle of attack (nonlinearities
caused, for example, by interference between the control surfaces by
viscous effects, or by detached shocks)
In order to obtain information regardikg some of these properties, an
analytical.investigation has been made to determine the variation of
aerodynamic forces and moments with control deflection and Mach nwlber
for several flap combinations on two w3ng plan fores. These configura-
tions include seven combinations of partial-span leadlng- and trailing-
edge controls on an unswept tapered wing at Mach numbers of 1.414 and
1.960 and two combinations of partial-span controls OA a 45° sweptback
tapered wing at a Mach number ofl.@3. The/calculations are based on
~
the linearized theory of supersonic flows as presented in references 7’
and 8, and the method of reference 8 is used also to estimate the effect
of finite wing thichess.
.
SYMBOIS
M free-stresmllachnumber
A angle of sweep, positive for sweepback
b wing span
bf flap span
c local wing chord
Cf local flap chord
()Cttaper ratio of wing ~
— —. ..—-.
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()Cf,tti taper ratio of flap —Cf,r
s area of complete wing
Sf area of deflected flap or flaps (on one semispan of wing)
Sf =
A aspect ratio of complete wing
Ma area moment of control surface about hinge line
~ .P~f3(a-d)2(l -&-3) 1cf2bfl+~+&2 ~ b
a
6(1 - @ 3/m-
= 3(;) ~ (Y
%2 m’
,
F1 thickness correction factor for lift and rolling moment
F2 thickness correction factor for hinge moment
t local.airfoil thickness
,.
,-
x streamwise coordinate measured from leading edge rearwsxd
5 control-surface deflection angle measured in free-stream
U.rection, deg (positivewhen flap trailing edge is
deflected downward relative to flap leading edge)
~
free-stream dynamic pressure
LCL.—
@J/2
LCL,f = —
@f
—.- .— --- .—.. .—.— -- ——....-..— . —..-—___ . - .—.-.
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c~ _ L’
qbS/2
L’PL
Cz,f = W
%n,HL
Pitching moment about hinge axis induced by control deflection
2@la
ch=~
2qMa
L’pL
“f,PL
L’
H
total lift on semispan wing
portion of lift carried by flap or flaps
rolling mment about control parting l-he induced by control
deflection on semispan wing
rollinn moment about control parting line due to ~
total rolling moment about wing-root chord inducedby control
deflection on semispan wing,
()
L’~+”L;-bf
hinge moment
P
tan ~
d=
P
‘h increment of hinge-moment
caused by deflection of
Subscripts:
LE leading edge
TE trailing edge
coefficient of trailing-edge flap
leading-edge flap
5 partial derivative with respect to control-deflectionangle
. . — —
,>
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c/2 midchord line
c/4 qum?ter-chord line
t tip
r root
EL hinge line
PL parting line (flap root)
FLAP DESIGNATIONS
For convenience, the -linked-controlconfigurations are designated
by a combination of decimal numbers indicative of the flap dimensions.
For configurationswith leadng- and trtiling-edge flaps of equal span,
a three-number designation is used, the first number of which represents
bf Cf,m Cf,m
“the quanti~ l the second,
b=
—; the third, —. For configura-
C c
,
. tions with lead&g- and trailing-edge flaps of unequal span, a four-
number designation is used - the
bf)m bf,m
and — respectively,
b/2 b/2 ‘
Cf,m Cf,m
— and —. For example,
c c
&hnension ratios are illustrated
first and second numbers representing
and the third and fourth denoting
configurationsand their associated
as follows:
bf,m bf,m Cf,m Cf,mConfig&ation — — — —
b/2 b/2 c c
.50.05.15 0.50 0.50 0.05 o.1~
.22, .50.10.15 .22 .50 .10 .15
SCOPE AND LIMITA!TIONS
The investigation is limited to consideration of w3ngs and controls
with supersonic leading and trailing edges and stresnwise root and tip
. . .. .—~ . . ..—. ._— — .-. —-.—— ..———-—. —-.— .-
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chords. The configurations investigated include seven combinations of
.
partial-span leading- and trailing-edge controls on a wing unswept at
the midchord line, for which calculationswere made at Mach numbers of
1.414 and 1.960, and two combinations of psrtial-span controls on a wing
sweptback 45° at the qwter-chord line, for which calculationswere made
at a Mach number of 1.960. Both wings have aspect ratios of 4 and taper
.
ratios of 0.5. These configurations are shown in figure 1. All controls
considered are located at the wing tip, and the ratio of local control
chord to local wing chord for each control is constant along the control
Spsll. Reference 1 indicates that the trai13_ng-e~e-flapconfigurations
investigated should in themselves yield relatively low hinge moments.
The calculations sre simplifiedby choosing configurations such that no
Mach line crosses wing or control root or tip chords and such that the
wing-tip Mach line does not extend inboardof the trailing-edge flap.
Although this investigation is primarily concerned with lateral-
control &vIces, consideration of the lift properties of the various
configurations should give some indication of usefulness as a longitudinal
control. However,.pitching-mment coefficients for the flap combinations
have not been evaluated.
,,
Inasmuch as the present analysis does not constitute an exhaustive
investigation,mention should be made of some of the aspects which are
not treated. Nonlinearities in the variation of control characteristics “
with deflection or angle of attack cannot be evaluated by the linearized
theory. However, nonlinearities causedby viscosity or detached shocks
tight not be serious if leading-edge flap deflections are kept small.
Unlike the analysis of reference 1, the present work does not inittcate
an “optimmn” configuration, since the net hinge moment depends on the
flap deflection ratio ?@bm. The effect of angle of attack on hinge
moment is not deterdned, since emphasis herein is placed on lateral
control. The dynamic effect of time lag (time required for flow to
travel from leading-edge flap to trsiling-edge flap) is not investigated.
Structural problems are beyond the scope of this paper, but they
should not be overlooked in w consideration of this type of control
system. The thinness of wings reqqired for supersonic speed will aggra-
vate problems of weight, rigidity
.of changing deflection ratios for
THEORETICAL
of flaps and linkage, and the necessity
satisfactory subsonic performance.
CONSIDERATIONS
Calculations of lift, rolling moment, snd hinge moment are based on
charts presented in-reference 8, which were obtained from the linearized (
theory of two-dimensional and conical supersonic flows given in refer-
ence 7. Also, some unpublished equations obtained in connection with
.
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reference 8 have been used to adapt the results of that investigation
for use in determining the interference loads. All equations and details
of the calculation procedure are given in appendix A.
Figure 2 shows positive directions of force, mment, and flap deflec-
tions, and figure 3 illustrates the superposition of deflections which
yields simultaneous deflection of the linked controls according to line-
arized theory. Figure 3 also shows the Mach lines which separate two-
ttlmensional.and conicsl flow regions.
Bases Used in Comparison of Linked
Controls - Deflection Ratios
In general, the net hinge moment of the linked system is
(1)
where the second term on the right represents the increment of trailing-
% 16
edge-flap hinge moment due to leading-edge-flap”deflection, and —
d%
the gearing ratio. Most of the calculation for the linked-control con-
figurations are not compared on the basis of H = O because, for piloted
aircraft, the desirability of maintaining scznecontrol feel would make
complete cancellation of hinge moments unnecessary. Values of forces and
moments for linked and single controls are calculated on the basis of()RL&l =equal deflection of leadlng- and trailing-edge controls — – .b~
%3addition to comparison of the controls on the basis of ~ = 1, equa-
‘m % fortion (1) is solved (see appendix A) for the deflection ratio —
%
the case of H = O with constant gearing ratio. The resulting deflec-
tion ratios yield H = O for all deflections. Equation (1) is also
solved for the deflection ratio for H = O with nonconstant gearing
ratio. It should be observed that the case of nonconst.sntgearing ratio
is of interest only if the leading- and trailing-edge flaps are connected
by a nonlinear -e. With nonconstant gearing ratio, hinge moment may
be completely canceled only at a finite number of deflection conditions.
.—. —- . . . . . . . . -— —.—— -- .—. .-.— —- —— — ...—_ ——....—-.——. -. -
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Correction for Fiuite Thiclmess
In addition to the linearized-theoryresults, some calculations are
made by use of the method of reference 8 to obtain an approximate correc-
tion of the linearized-theoryresults for the effect of finite wing thick-
ness. The correction is applied
airfoil section perpendicular to
0.50c line. Application of this
for a 4-percent-thick symmetrical wedge
( )Wthe 0.50c line with ~ at the
correction is discussed in appenti B.
PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
Results of the calculations of hinge moment,
mxnent sre presented in table I for trailing-edge
lift, and rolling
flaps deflected singly
(columns2, 3, 6, 8, 10, L?, 14, 16) andin cotiination with leading-edge
flaps. Linked-control hinge-moment, lAft, and rolling-moment character-
[)
b~
istics are presented for unit deflection ratio — . 1 (Collmmls5, 7,
6~
am
9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21). In addition, deflection ratios —
,,
8*
are given for the conditions of zero net hinge moment with constant (co1- .
umn 22) and nonconstant (column 23) gearing ratio. Also presented are
results which inclutiecorrections for the effect of finite wing thickness
(COhmllls24 to 30).
Hinge Moment
DISCUSSION
and Hinge4hnent Reduction
Deflection ratio of unity.- Attention is CtLrectedto column 19 of
table I, where the ratio ‘Linked is presented for the purpose of com-
% alone
paring the hinge-moment characteristicsof the various linked flaps with
those of the trailing-edge flaps alone. These comparisons are made on
the basis of equal deflection of leading- and trailing-edge flaps.
For leading- and trailing-edge flaps of equal span, the adMtion of
a O.1OC leading-edge flap to the unswept wing with a 0.15c trailing-edge
flap (configuration .50.10.15or .40.10.15)at Mach nmnbers of 1.414 and
1.960 results in hinge-moment reductions of approximately 0.5. The
‘Linked
(
quantity 1 -
)
indicates the amount of hinge-moment reduction.
.
% alone
.
—- .— . — —- —__
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The other flap configurations on the unswept wing give less hinge-moment
reduction. For example, the addition of 0.05c leading-edge flaps to the
unswept wing with 0.15c trailing-e-dgeflaps (configuration .50.05.15 or
.40.05.15) gives hinge-moment reductions of only about 0.2 at M = 1.414
andO.15 at M = 1.960. The reduction of hinge moment due to 0.05c
leading-edge flaps thus compares more favorably with that due to O.1OC
flaps at the lower Mach number than at the higher Mach number. ‘I’M-s
result occurs because the 0.05c flaps produce appreciably larger moment-
relieving interference loads on the trailing-edge flap at the lower Mach
number than at the higher Mach nm-ber. Primarily because of the large
area moment of the 0.20c trolling-edge flap, the .50.10.20 configuration
shows a lsrger percentage of unbalanced hinge mment than the
.50.10.15 configuration. The two configurationswith flaps of unequal
span show small hinge-moment-reducingeffectiveness.
On the 45° swept @ng at M = 1.960 the O.1OC leading-edge flap
(configuration .50.10.15) leaves only about O.2 of the hinge moment
unbalanced (column 19), compared with 0.8 for the 0.05c flap (configura-
tion .50.05.15). The large difference between the interference load
due to the O.1OC and 0.05c flaps contributes to the large difference in
balancing effectiveness.
OH 2 3 ~ven j.nCOI-umns 3, 4, ~d5The values of the parsmeter —–2qb b
of table I are indicative of Chb. For the unswept-wing combinations
the values of
[(~)(~~]wed
decrease in msgnitude with an increase
in Mach number from 1.414 to 1.960, the greatest decrease being about 0.5
for the .50.10.15 configuration and the least decrease being about 0.3 for
the .40.05.15 configuration. This decrease maybe cmnpared with a decrease
of 0.4 for each of the trailing-edge flaps alone.
AS M increases from 1.414 to 1.960, the percentage of hinge moment
remaining unbalanced (column 19) becomes more for the .50.05.15md
.40.05.15 configurations,less for the .50.10.15 and .50.10.20 configura-
tions, md is relatively constant for the .40.10.15 configuration. It
may be seen that, for combinations with
having O.10c leadi~-edge flaps not only( ‘Linkedreductions 1 - ) but dSO show% alone
of this quantity with Mach number.
Unbalanced hinge moment required to
.
indicated for the linked dontrols by the
bf~ = bf~, the cotii~ations
give the greater hinge-moment
the smaller percentage variation
produce unit rolling mment is
values of H/L’ in column 18.
.. ..—— .—.— ——
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Ccmpared on this basis the configurations employing O.1OC leading-edge
.
flaps and 0.15c trailing-edge flaps require least hinge m-nt for unit
rolling moment. Since addition of a lea--edge flap gives increased
rolling moment (column 21 of table I) ss well as decreased ~nge moment
(column 19), comparison of linked flaps with trailing-dge flaps alone
on the basis of equal rolling moment is more favorable to the linked
( ‘Linkedsystem than comparison on the basis of hinge moment od-y _ \.
It maybe noted
(H/L’)~ed
(H/L‘)~ alone
\%CEalone)
that, for the equal rolling-moment comparison,
may be obtained by ditiding colmn 19 by colmn 21.
For leading- and trsLli.ng-edgeflaps deflected singly, the hinge
mments at M = 1.960 can be obtained approximately from the values at
M = 1.414 by multiplying by the two-dimensional transformation factor
%=1.414 1 Hinge moments obtained in this way underestimate the
%=1.960 = 1.61357*
correct values by less than 2.5 percent since the aspect ratios of the .
flaps are fairly lsrge.
Deflection ratio for zero hinge moment with constant gearing ratio.- 7
The deflection ratios necesssxy for the cancellation of all.hinge moments
with constant gearing ratio are given in column 22 of table I. These
ratios reflect the trends of hinge-moment reducing effectiveness of
%1leading-edge flaps shownby column 19 for —= . The 0.05c leading-
%
edge-flap combinations on both swept snd unswept wings recyxirethe larger
deflection ratios. The short-span leading-edge flaps on the unswept
wing also require lsrge deflection ratios.
Variation with Mach number of the maximum deflection for which
attached shock waves can be maintained (ref. 9) indicates that leading-
edge angles must be less than 9° at M = 1.414 and less than 22° at
M= 1.960. Low deflection ratios are, therefore, mandatory if detached
shock waves are to be avoided. Also, in application large leading-edge
deflections would result h separation and the early occurrence of non-
Mnear control characteristics. For total cancellation of hinge moments
of 0.15c or 0.20c trailing-edge flaps, therefore, the use of at least a
O.1OC leading-edge flap having the ssme span as the trailing-edge flap
is strongly indicated.
Deflection ratio for zero hinge moment with nonconstant gearing
ratio.-
b.
For the condition of zero hinge moment with nonconstant gearing
.
—
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ratio, the necessary deflection ratios (column 23 of able I) are appre-
ciably larger and show more variation with Mach nmnber than do the values
for the condition of constant gearing ratio. Therefore, the choice of a
dbm
leading-edge flap for the reduction of hinge moment with nonconstant —
‘%
appears to be more critical than for the reduction of hinge moment with
mm
constant
%“
Effect of finite thickness.- The I-inewized-theory results have been
corrected in accordance with appendx B for the effect of a 4-percent-thick
symmetrical wedge airfoil section perpendicular to the 0.50c line with
maximum thickness at the 0.50c line (columns 26 to 30 of table I). The
effect of introducing finite wing thickness is to increase leading-edge-
flap hinge moments and to decrease trailing-edge-flap hinge moments (see
also ref. 10). For ~= ~ the unbalanced hinge moments are reduced,
‘linkedthe decrease in
% alone
ranging from 4 percent to 20 percent for the
unswept wing configurations. For ~ = b~ the .50.10.15 configuration
on the swept wing becomes slightly overbalanced with the addition of
thickness (cO1w 26).
and nonconstant gearing
reduced by the addition
The deflection ratios for H = O with constant
ratio calculated from linearized theory are also
of thickness.
Lift and Rolling Moment
the unswept wing the 0.@b/2 flap configurations
show values of rolling moment per unit hinge moment L’/H which are
slightly higher than the values for the corresponding 0.50b/2 configura-
tions at both M = 1.414 and M = 1.960 (column 17 of table I). On the
basis of lift per unit hinge moment L/H, there is little difference between
values for corresponding 0.kOb/2 and 0.50b/2 configurations at either Mach
number (column 15). This latter result is also obtained for trailing-edge
flaps alone (columns 14 and 16). The values of L’/H and L/H again
reflect the superiority of O.1OC leading-edge flaps as compsred with the
0.05c flaps. For either 0.05c or O.1OC leading-edge flaps the swept-wing
combinations produce highest values of L’/H and L/H. The leatMg- and
trailing-edge flap configurations of unequal span on the unswept wing
yield low values of L’/H and L/H.
Lift and rolling moments per unit deflected area are indicatedby
cL,fb
s
‘d cz~G
values (columns 6 and 7 of table I). The deflection of
--- .. ..— . ..—. ——.— ———. —.—-— —..— — ———. .—- —-
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a leading-edge
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(flap ~ = ~) causes a 10SS in CL f and Cz ~, theJ8
~sf
loss becoming greater as the lea&ing.edge-flap chord is increased. A
comparison of values of CL,f5 for the .50.10.17and the
.22, .50.10.15configurations shows that the addition of the short-span
leading-edge flap has a more detrimental effect on lift per unit area
than the addition of the leading-edge flap having the ssme span as the
trailing-edge flap. The swept-wing ccxnbinationsgive the highest CL,f5
values at M = 1.960.
For the leading- and trailing-edge flaps deflected singly, lift and
rolling-moment coefficients at M = 1.960 can be obtained approximately
from the values at M = 1.414 by multiplying by the two-dimensional
transformation factor %=1.414 “Values obtained in this way underesti-
h=l .960”
mate the correct values by less than 2.5 percent. Since this sort of
variation has been indicated previously for hinge-mmnent coefficients,
the values of L/H and L’/H for the trailing-edge flap alone change
- Uttle with Mach number.
.
For ~ = ~, application of the two-dimensional factor $=: “~~
=.
res~ts h ~derest~tion of CL,fb
stion of C~6 ~ by 8 to 13 percent.
cmibinations emplo@.g large-span and
by 5 to 8 percent and underesti&-
The smaller errors are obtained for
small-chord leading-edge flaps.
Thus even though the two-dimensional factor would at best give only a
rough approximation to the linked control cL,f~ and CZ
s it does
~$
indicate that the addition of leading-edge flaps does not involve geat
chsmges in the variation of lift and rolling moment with lhch number.
Effect of finite thiclmess.- A comparison of columns ~ and 28 with
columns 20 and 21 of table I indicates that including the effect of a
4-percent-thSckwedge airfoil increases .%nked -ad “L&nked by
.,-,
WE alone L oTE alone
3 to 7 percent for the leading-
by 2 to 3 percent for the flaps
and trailing-edge
of unequal span.
flaps of equal span and
:.
. . .
x
. .,.
-. -. \
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SUMMARY OF RESUIK’S
Linearized-theory analysis for a series of
trailing-edge-flapcombinations at Mach nuuibers
comparison of the results on the basis of equal
nine linked leading- and
of 1.414 and 1.960 and
deflection of leading-
and-trailing-edgeflaps (except as noted) ti-dicatethe following:
1. For the cases of equal-span leading- and trailing-edge fla@j the
addition of O.10-chord leading-edge flaps to an unswept wing with
0.15-chord trailing-edge flaps at Mach nuders of 1.414 and 1.960 results
in hinge-moment reductions of about 0.50. These hinge-moment reductions
are accompanied by rolling mcment increases of up to about 0.50.
2. For leading- and trailing-edge flaps of equal span, the addition
of 0.05-chord leadlng-edge flaps to an unswept wing with 0.15-chord
trai.1.ing-edgeflaps results in hinge-moment reductions .ofabout 0.2 at a
Mach nmber of 1.414 and about 0.15 at a Mach number of 1.960.
3. Of the control combinations employing O.lO-chord leading-edge
flaps the greatest hinge+mment reducing effectiveness is ob~d on the
45° swept wing, and the least effectiveness is obtainedon the unswept
wing with leading-edge flaps of span shorter than that of the trailing-
edge flap.
4. Hinge-moment reducing effectiveness for configurationswith 0.4-
semispan and 0.5-semispan flaps on the unswept wing are about the same at
a Mach nunber of 1.414, but the 0.5-semispan cmibinations are somewhat
more effective than the O.&semispan combinations at a Mach nuniberof
1.960. In general, the configurationshaving O.10-chord leading-edge
flaps not only give the greater hinge-moment reductions but also show the
smaller percentage variation of hinge-moment-reducingeffectiveness with
Mach number.
5. No great change in the effect of Mach numiberon lift auq rolling
moment is incurred by the addition of leading-edge fkps. For a given
rolling moment the 0.4-semispan-flap configurations on the unswept wing
give slightly @eater hinge-moment reduction than 0.5-semispan configu-
rations at Mach numbers of 1.414 and 1.960, but on the basis of a given
lift the difference between them is small.
6. Since lift and rolling mament per unit deflected area are reduced
somewhat by the presence of a leading-edge flap or by increasing its size,
it follows that maintahing a desired lift or rolling moment while reducing
binge moment by means of a leadlng-edge flap requires an increase in the
.
product of deflection angle and deflected area.
.— .— — .— —— —— ——--— -——--—
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~. Comparison of the configurations
moment cancellationby use of a constant
the O.10-chord leading-edge flaps having
span require smallest deflection ratios.
8. ~ approximate correction of the
NACA TN 3617
on the basis of cumplete hinge-
.
gearing ratio indicates that
span equal to trailing-edge flap
.
linearized-theoryresults for
the effect of finite-wing thickness increases the calculated lift, rolling
moment, and hinge moment for the leading-edge flap and reduces these quan-
tities for the trailing-edge flap. Including the effect of a 4-percent-
thick wedge airfoil gives ratios of linked-flap hinge mcment to trailing-
edge-flap-alone hinge moment which are lower than those obtained from
linearized theory by as much as 19 percent.
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Comittee for Aeronautics,
Langley Field, Va., November 8, 1955.
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APPENDIX A
DETAILS OF THE LINWWXD TKEORY CALCULATIONS
The lift, rolling moment, and hinge moment caused by the deflections
shown in figure 2 have been evaluated by superimposing the lift, rolling
moment, and hinge moment caused by deflection of single “flaps.n The
superposition of these “flaps” used to obtain lift and rolling moment is
shown in figure 3, and the superposition used to obtain interference hinge
moment is shown in figure 4. Calculations of lift, rolling moment, and
hinge moment for the individual “flaps” were based on the charts presented
in reference 8, which were obtained from the linearized theory of two-
dimensional and conical supersonic flows given in reference 7. Also, some
unpublished equations obtained in connectionwith reference 8 have been
used to adapt the results of that investigation for use in determining the
interference loads. The charts of reference 8 presenting ~Chbj BCL,fb,
f%,fb~ wn,m~(in the notation of tbe present report) for various com-
binations of the flap geometric parameters a, d, and ~ were used to
evaluate these force and moment coefficients for the individual flaps.
For present use @chbj ~CL,f8, f3Cz,f5, pCm,~b values for the original
plots of reference 8 were plotted against the parameter a for the sleci-
fic values of & and d used in this analysis.
Hinge Moment
The hinge mcments of the leading-edge flap, the trailing-edge flap
alone, and the interference load on the trailing-edge flap may be com-
bined to give the total hinge moment of the system according to the
equation
L-eading-edge and trailing-edge flaps deflected tidividually.- Values
of lift, rolling-mcnnent,and hinge-moment coefficients for trailing-edge
-— ——.. .. —-. ..=— ---— — — —.. — .——.. _ ..z ._._ __——.— --.—
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flap deflection alone (element C of fig. 3, shown below) were obtained
directly from the coefficient plots.
.
,4
J Hinge axis
Mach line
Values of these coefficients for the leading-edge flap were also obtained
directly from the plots by assuming the flap to be deflected about its
leading edge, as tidicated in the following sketch:
.
~ Hinge axis
.
Errors resulting from this-assumptionwere small
and the hinge ltie of the leading-edge flap were
the configurationsinvestigated. The assumption
error of less than 0.4 percent in the leading-edge-flap
because the leading edge
very nearly parallel for
was found to cause an
aerodynamic“coefficients cL,fb~ %,f6J and Chb wer;
lift (L/q6), rolling mom=nt (L’p~qb), and hinge moment
hinge moment. The
converted into
(H/2q5) by multi-
plying each by the appropriate Sf, b~f, or ~.
—.
——
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~2bf3(a - d)2 1 - %3) 1 Cf
()
2bfl+~+&2 1
=—— _
6P - @3/- 54 c b/2 r)
~2 -53
(A3)
The hinge line for the leading-edge flap was transferred to its
trailing edge by a simple transfer of moments. For this transfer the
flap center of pressure was located a distance of H(about IE) fim -
—
%,IiE
L’f,PL,LEthe leading edge and a distance of ~ from the parting line.
J5,LE
.
Center of
Since the lift and rolling moment computed from the coefficients of ref-
erence 8 include the “overflow” loading on the wing surface due to flap
deflection, it was necessary to obtain ~ and L’f,pL from L and
L’~ by subtracting out the lift and rolling moment contributedby the
-—- —-—. — - ..———— — .—..— — ---——. —— .—.— —.. . . .
.——.-—. ——.. —
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triangular area just inboard of the flap and bounded by the parting line,
the flap trailing edge extended, and the Mach line.
l
.
Parting line
The lift and rolling moment for this area were obtained from the equa-
tions for average pressure ratio and center-of-pressure location given
in table II of reference 8.
Trailing-edge-flap binge mcment due to interference from leading-
edge flap for bf,~ = bf,~.- The superposition of loadings used to
.
obtain the hinge moment of the trailing-edge flap due to leading-edge-
flap deflection is shown for bf,= = bf,m in figure 4(a). The proce-
dure consisted essentially in determining the loads and mcments on the
area occupied by the trailing-edge flap caused by deflection of that
area about the wing leading edge (element III of fig. 4)
III
Hinge axis-4
1 L
II
.
.
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and by deflection about the leading-edge-flap hinge line (element VI of
fig. 4)
/
/ Mach
and
the
VI
1 I
Iv
then combining these to form the interference
trailing-edge flap.
Note that
The lift,
lines 2 \
loads and moments on
Hinge axis
VI’
bepn transferred.the hinge axes of elements XII and VI have
rolling-moment, and hinge-moment coefficients for the
. - --—— . . .——— —.—
.- —... — -——— . . . . .
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individual “flaps” (elements I, 11, IV, V of fig. 4) were obtained from
.
the plots of ~Ch8, ~CL,fb, and f3C2,fb,which were derived from refer-
ence 8 as described previously. Multiplication-of the cL,f& %,fb~
Chb coefficients by Sf, b@f, and ~, respectively, yielded lift,
rolling moment, and hinge moment in the form L/q5, L’pL@, H/2q~. ~
these calculations, as in the case of the leading-edge flap, it was nec-
essary to alter the lift and rolling moments of elements 1, 11, IV; V
(fig. k(a)) by subtracting the lift and rolling moment contributed by the
cross~tched triangular areas (“overflow” loading on the wing surface).
axis
Thus, for example,
and
“f,PL,I “PL,I “PL,overflow
=
q8 qb ‘- qb
— ..
NACA TN 3617
and
“f,PL;III = “f,PL,I
1
L’f,PL,II
q8 - .q6q8
21
(A4)
“f,PL,VI L’f,PL,sv L’f,PL,v
=
qb - qb J
The hinge mommts were found directly from
‘III _ ‘I ‘II
—-—
2q6 2@ 2q5
1
(A6)
HW Hm Hv
—= —- —
2q5 2q5 2q6
I
me moment H1ll is the moment of ~,~ about the wing leading edge,
and Hm iS the InOmentOf ~,m about the leading-edge-flap hinge line.
— —— ————.. — ——— -
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For the purpose of transferri@ the hinge axes to the
NACA w 3617
hinge axis of
the trailing-edge flap (from element lXI to III’ and from element VI to
“ VI’ in figure k(a)), the centers of-pressure of the interference loads
were located. For element III the center of pressure is ‘III from the
Zf,III
wing leading “f,PL,IIIedge and
%,111
from the parting We.
of pressure
HW
For element VI the distances are - from the leading-edge-flaphinge
line
‘f,vl
“f,PL,VI
and from the parting line.
Lf,vI
Center of pressure
From the geometry of the system these centers of pressure were located
with respect to the trailing-edge-flaphinge line, and these distances
were in turn multiplied by the appropriate ~,~1 or ~,m to obtain .
.
.———
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the interference contribution to trailing-edge-flaphinge moment. Thus,
The subscript 5 refers to leadibg-edge-flap deflection.
Trailing-edge-flap hinge moment due to interference from leading-
edge flap for bf,m +bf,TE”- For leaMng- and trailing-edge flaps of
unequal sps.nthe superpositionproceduze (fig. 4(b)) w= similar to that
for the flaps of equal span. However, the hinge moments HIH and HW
caused by interference on the trailing-edge flap were found by combining
the pitching nmments (instead of the hinge moments) of elements I and II,
and elements IV and V. In addition, for this case it was not necessary
to correct for the lift and rolling moment contributed by the “overflow”
loading on the wing surface (fig. 4(b)), since this loading is automati-
cally accounted for. Thus, the center of pressure for element III is
‘III L ‘PL,III
— from the wing leading edge and - from the parting line:
%1 tiII
pressure
. . -———— —.-— ——-——-—.— -— -———. .——-
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For the element
flap hinge line
HW
VI the center of pressure is — from the leaMng-edge -
LvI
““PL,VZ
and - from the parting line.
%1
of pressure
o
“Parting line” in this case refers to the parting line of elements I and
II, and IV and V. The rest of the calculationswere exactly the same as
for bf,~ = bf,~.
Deflection ratios.- The relative proportions in which the lifts,
rolling mments, and hinge moments of leading-edge flap, trailing-edge flap
alone, and interference on trailing-edge flap are conibineddepend on the
%’deflection ratio ~ and gearing ratio ~. For example, in genersl,
‘m
the net hinge moment of
H = ~ done + 2@a,TE
= 2@a,@h~,~ doB
‘-w!E
the system as obtained from equation (Al) is
(A7) ‘ “
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%
For the condition — = 1, this general equation reduces to (see
%
column 5 of table I):
H = %3 linked + ‘M = 2@”b,TE$hb,m ~edb + ‘LE = ‘linked (A8)
and
C%5,TElinked = ch5,TE alone + ‘% (w)
If it is required that H = O over a raage of deflection, then
% ‘%? “
must be constant snd equal to —, and the general equation for
% .d%
net binge moment gives
Values of % computed from equation (DO) are given in column 22 ofbqg
table 1. It may be Doted that this equation is also the condition for
zero deflection work.
If it is
constant (and
‘% is not
required that H . 0 and the gearing ratio —db~
%
hence the deflection ratio — )is not constant , the&m
J-u
-. .-..— .- .—— . .—.——-.—-——— -———— —
.— .—.—.——
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general equation for net hinge mmnent gives
NACA TN 3617
()db~or if — is arbitrarily taken to be unity, this equation becomesd% H=()
.
%.
% ~ H(for 1% = ~)
% alone
since
values of
table 1.
Total lift
cedure shown in
computed from equation (A12) are given
Hf t and Rolling Moment
and rolling moment sre obtained by the
figure 3. Thw
\
(A12)
in cohmn 23 of
s~erposition pro-
————
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.
and
(A13)
.
%3
{( ct,f~b@f)B ‘ ~L,f,sf)A -)(‘ — %f5bfsf * -8qlE
where subscripts A, B, C refer to the elements identified in fig&e 3.
Element C is, of course, the trailing-edge flap alone.
Lift and rolling-moment coefficientspresented in table I for the
condition ~ = b~ were obtahed from (columns 7 aud 9 in table I):
. . ..__ _____________ ____ ..__
-—. ————__ ._
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and (colwnus U. aud 13 in table I):
c~ s_
1 L’
6g– (Sf;m + Sf,~)b/2 %X
NACA TN 3617
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APPENDIX B
CORRECTION FOR FINITE TEmImEss
Estimation of the effect of finite thiclmess @ been made by the
method of reference 8. This method is based on the assumption that lift,
rolling moment, and hinge moment may be corrected by considering
L,L’,H(3-dimensio@, t ~ O) = L,L’,H(2-dWnsional, t + o)
L,L’,H(3-dimensional, t = o)
= F1,F1,F2
L,L’,H(2-dimlensional,t =0)
correction should give most accurate results for surfaces over which
flow is largely two dimensional. Thus, the corrected results forthe
binge moment of the leading-edge flap and for lift, hinge moment, and
rolling moment of the trailing-edge flap done should,be quite accurate.
The accuracy obtainedby applying this method to trailing-edge-flaphinge
moment caused by leading-edge flap deflection and to the lea--edge-flap
contribution to lift and rolling moment might be questionable.,However,
since these leading-edge-flapcontributions form a relatively small portion
of the total values, the correction is considered to give at least approxi-
mately correct over-ti values.
The correction factors F1 and F2 have been determinedly using
the Busemann second-order approdmation to calculate L and H for two-
Wmm.sional sections with thickness. “For syaucetricalairfoil sections
with trailing-edge flaps,
.— — _+ ____ _ .... ..- .._. ..______ -_ _
—.. —___ .. _.. _
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and
.
With leading-edge flaps,
and .
().&In these equatiops,
()
is
d=
direction perpendicular to the
the slope of the airfoil section in the
hinge line (for trai~-edge flaps) or
perpendicu&- to the leading edge (for leading-edge flaps). The fac-
tors Cl and C2 are functions only of the
t
direction of 4)Z*
4)
x
Values of Cl an. C2
F
reference Ill.
Values of ‘1 and ‘2 (COIUDIDE24 ~d
calculated for a h-percent-thick symmetrical
pendicular to the O.XC - titi (t/c)H
component of M in the
are given in-table IV of
25 of table I) have been
wedge airfoil section per-
at the 0.50c line. The
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%,IH,TE L~,~=b)~, and %,IE=5,TE
values of for equal deflection
% alone ‘ % alone - ‘“IE done
%3
of leading- and trailing-edge fl~psj — for zero binge mment were cal-
%
culated from the equations used above for the zero-thickness calculation.
For wings with finSte tldxkness, however, each term in the eqyations for
L, L‘, and E was multiplied by the appropriate FM or F~. For
exwgple, for ~ = a~j
T& finite-thiclmessresults are presented in columns 26 to ~ of table 1.
It should be noted that, in general, thichess corrections fo:
loadings caused by disturbances originating frcm the lea--edge-flap
hinge line are different from those for loadings caused by disturbances
originating at the leading edge. If the leading-edge-flaphinge line is
not parallel to the leading edge, the normal component of M is different
for these two lines. Except for flat-sided airfoils, the surface slopes
are different at leading-edge and leading-edge-flaphinge line. For con-
figurations used in the present analysis, however, it has been assumed
that the same correction factors apply for leading-edge disturbances and
for leading-edge- flap hinge-line disturbances, since this assmrrption
results in less than 0.05 percent error in the final-ratios (columns 26
to 30 of table I).
——..—. —-.—. ... —- -—. —-- —-. --—-.——- —-- —— -- —- ~ — ---
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